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The focus of this LIFEline issue is on our recent sermon series Praxis - the Greek word for Function.
We trust you will be blessed as we remind ourselves of the truths we were taught
about the motivational gifts of Prophet and Mercy.

MONTHLY
THEME:

How God Weaves Prophecy & Mercy Together
If you came through Bethel’s membership class, Doorways
to Ministry, you took a test to discover your spiritual gifts.
Remember the instructions to read a number of statements
and select a number from 1 to 5 to indicate how much you
felt it characterized you? Then you scored your test to
discover your top five gifts, based on the calculated ratings.
You may remember your top five gifts. When the spiritual
gifts inventory reveals them, it’s a description of your gift
mix, your hybrid specialization in the church body and how
you operate in the context of Kingdom work. It’s good to
begin somewhere—to know something about how you
were wired and created to serve.
Most people remember the gift associated with their
highest score, and that is the gift most people tend to
identify with. Every gift has strengths and vulnerabilities.
Some work together harmoniously, and others work
together with….willful effort, benevolent concession,
gritted teeth. The pairing of opposing gifts is often one of
the most powerful partnerships in the Spirit realm. Take,
for example, prophecy and mercy:

with the gift of mercy. Persons with this gift aid the body
by empathizing with hurting members. They keep the
body healthy and unified by keeping others aware of the
needs within the church (Rom. 12:8).
(Citation: Wilkes, G. Lifeway Christian Resources)
The Prophet
People with the prophetic gift are often able to discern the
character and motives of others. They seek to expose sin
or deception for the purpose of reconciliation. They are
willing to do and say the “hard stuff.” These members of
the body see things in absolutes and openly and unapologetically defend biblical truth. Prophets are keenly aware of
compromise and deception. They “call it as they see it” and
will eagerly facilitate repentance that produces good fruit.
This is a difficult gift to bear. Those who walk with prophetic
gifts can experience isolation. Their gift makes it difficult for
them to relax in conversations or to be passive participants
in social gatherings. Prophets find it difficult to turn off their
“discerning radar” enough to listen nonjudgmentally to the
ideas or opinions of others. They can get a reputation for
being inflexible, hard headed, negative, and overbearing.

MONTHLY

SCRIPTURE:

The gift of prophecy is proclaiming the Word of God
boldly. This builds up the body and leads to conviction of
sin. Prophecy manifests itself in preaching and teaching Mercy
People who walk in mercy find it easy to express love,
(1 Cor. 12:10; Rom. 12:6).
grace, and dignity to those facing hard times. They want to
Mercy—Cheerful acts of compassion characterize those fix hurts and meet the emotional needs of Continued on page 3

“The law of the Lord is perfect, reviving the soul.” Psalm 19:7
“What does the Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with your God.” Micah 6:8
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pastor’sPAGE
Prophecy Demystified
Three years ago I felt that God wanted to me return to
Africa for a few years to help my dad train East African
missionaries to reach unreached people groups. I had
been working at a church in Utica, New York, at the time
and knew a few pastors in the area, so I asked if I could
come and raise support in some of their churches.
One Sunday I was in a church about an hour south of
Utica. I had just finished preaching my message when
the pastor announced that we would now have a time of
prayer for everyone, and I would be laying my hands on
each person and praying for them. I groaned inside.
Prayer lines aren’t particularly my thing. I usually run out
of new things to say after the fifth or sixth person. I
prayed and asked God to help me. I don’t know even
know these people, God. How am I supposed to know
what to ask You for?
When the time came, the pastor motioned to me to begin
praying for people. I stood at the front of the church and
waited for the people to form a line in front of me. The first
person stepped forward, and I placed my hands on his
shoulder. I began praying a very generic “God bless this
man” type of prayer. Within a few seconds though, I had
a thought—a very specific thought. I felt that this man
needed prayer for something very particular, and I began
to pray for that very thing. I peeked out from behind my
eyelids to see that he had tears forming in his eyes.
So began the most incredible prayer service I had ever
experienced. I had been on the receiving end of personal
prophecy before, but I had never been the one delivering
the prophetic word. And the amazing thing was how
easily it just flowed. I didn’t have to work myself up into
a frenzy. I didn’t even pray really fast. I just stood and
waited until I had an impression of what to pray for, and
then I spoke it.

When we look throughout the Scriptures, we notice that
most of the prophecies therein are not about the End
Times or the future. We often associate prophecy with
foretelling the future. That is certainly a major thread
within the tapestry of prophecy, but we have to step back
to see that it is so much broader than that. In fact, most
of it is simply proclaiming God’s stance on an issue.
When we read through the prophetic books of the Old
Testament, the vast majority of the chapters are colorfully
declaring one simple message, “Return to God as the one
true God.” Woven into this message are many predictions
about what will happen in the future if the people do not
return to God.
My wife, Bethany, and I were talking about this the other
night, and she mentioned that prophecy is basically just
tapping into God’s thoughts about a given situation or
person. God often has an opinion about something. When
we learn to listen to the impressions that He is placing in
our hearts, we are learning to prophesy. In the Bible we
find a picture of a God who is constantly talking; He has
a lot to say. Most of the time the problem isn’t that God is
silent, but that man isn’t listening.
So here is the assignment: Start listening to God. When
you feel like you have heard Him say something, tell
someone. Get some feedback. Then here's the kicker—
do it. If you feel like God is directing you to pray for
something, just start doing it. It will become more natural
to hear God when you make a practice of listening to
Him. If you mess up and find that you misheard, that’s all
right. We are fallible people, and we obviously will make
mistakes in this. God won’t stop speaking to us. Just
open up and listen again.
--Eirik Rasmussen

For no prophecy was ever produced by the will of man,
but men spoke from God, as they were carried along by
the Holy Spirit. --2 Peter 1:21, English Standard Version
What is prophecy? Prophecy, in its simplest form, is
simply being able to discern the will of God in a given
situation and then to proclaim that will or act on it. It is
not a complicated thing. It simply involves hearing what
God is saying. When we see a prophet prophesying in
the Bible, he or she is simply taking what they have heard
from God and making it known to the people who need
to hear it. For example, when the prophet Nathan
confronted King David about his infamous, secret sin
with Bathsheba, he could only have received knowledge
of it from God. Then he went to David and spoke to him
about it.
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How God Weaves Prophecy & Mercy Together continued from page 1

people who are struggling. They demonstrate extraordinary
patience and have a keen sensitivity to the needs of others
and to words and actions that crush the spirit. In fact, they
can, on occasion, actually suffer the distress of other
people. They are peacemakers and justice seekers.
People with this gift may feel like magnets for those in
distress. They carry the gift that is least noticed but most
appreciated.
Merciful people may appear disorganized because they
allocate their energy to immediate priorities. They struggle
to manage their emotions and sometimes react deeply
to criticism. People with strong mercy orientations may
tend to avoid direct conflict. They may suffer depression
because they absorb the pain of others and therefore
need to be careful to establish personal boundaries and
remember to turn people back to Jesus.
A Romantic Relationship
Ironically, Mercy is attracted to Prophecy. And Prophecy
needs the balance of Mercy to be able to operate
effectively and compassionately. This gets romantic!
“Mercy and truth have met together; righteousness and
peace have kissed each other” (Psalm 85:10, New King
James Version).

also beat themselves up over high standards and
expectations they hold for themselves. They tend to be
very self-disclosing and ready to confess their mistakes,
but many carry memories of being “beat up” for their
transparency. Mercy is easily wounded, feels overly
responsible when things go wrong, takes criticism very
personally, and needs extended time to heal after
confrontation. Pride, self-righteousness, and woundedness
can mess things up, and coming together to repair and
reconcile can be especially difficult.
Equally Essential in the Weave
Mercy and Prophecy must come together in collaborative
opposition, like the process of weaving cloth. When fabric
is woven together, the warp (the up-and-down strands of
fiber) are stretched vertically on a fixed frame. Then the
cross fibers, the woof and the weft, are pulled horizontally
through the warp strands. With each passage through the
warp, the weft and woof travel under, over, under, over the
warp.

The fabric emerges as
the weft and the woof
oppose each other with
each trip across the
loom. One must travel
up while the other
Mercy falls in love with the bold, uncompromised truthtravels down. If the two
bearing posture of Prophecy, the outspoken messenger of
strands line up in the
God. Mercy’s knees weaken with the swift separation of
same directional flow
dark and light, truth and falsehood, justice and corruption.
for even one transfer,
The needy, the marginalized, and those without a voice
the fabric is flawed.
have their champion. Mercy’s boundaries are protected
The opposition of the
because Prophecy will not allow Mercy to be consumed.
weft and the woof
are essential to the
And Prophecy becomes a puddle in the presence of Mercy.
weaving of the cloth.
Grace captures the heart of the prophet; tenderness sooths
A tight weave makes
the heat of Prophecy’s vigilance. Mercy helps to buffer
strong cloth. If there is no opposition in the weave, there is
hard truth so that it can be received by those who need
no cloth, and everything will fall apart when the fabric is
correction. Mercy perceives the righteous motives of
removed from the loom.
Prophecy and applauds the strength and courage of this
partner.
So it is with Prophecy and Mercy.
The prophet speaks truth while
This team is needed in the body. Jude 20-23 reminds us
Mercy extends grace. The
that as we build one another up in the faith, some will be
led and shaped by ” compassion,” but that others will need prophet recognizes that truth is
the path to freedom and essential
to be “pulled out of the fire” with hard reality checks.
to being free. Mercy asserts that
love is the “more excellent way.”
A Collision Course
God is so wise. He created
This is a gift match made in heaven, but unfortunately,
balance and beauty in opposition.
these gifts of prophecy and mercy are given to people
Prophecy and Mercy are equally
who are made of flesh. We don’t always “wear” our gifts
essential in the weave.
graciously. When Prophecy and Mercy collide, it is no
small confrontation; two people, powerfully gifted and
BRIAN (STRONG IN PROPHETIC)
--Peg McCormick
highly committed, find the pain of that confrontation almost
& PEG (STRONG IN MERCY)
MCCORMICK
unbearable. Both are fiercely protective of what they
perceive to be the “larger good” and even with the right
For more information about these two gifts you can access these
heart, they do not willingly back down in a battle over
resources online:
opposing views of right and wrong.
These two are uniquely sensitive to correction. Prophets
seek out the right and the wrong in others, and they may

http://www.victorylifechurch.org/pdf/motivational_gift_of_mercy.pdf
http://www.victorylifechurch.org/pdf/motivational_gift_of_prophecy.pdf
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Gil

A Man Who Served with Simplicity & Greatness
(Editor's note: This is the fourteenth in a series of BCF Hall of
Faith articles intended to help us recall godly characteristics of
those who have walked before us at BCF and also to challenge
us to walk in surrender to Christ as they did.)

If you have ever gone to BCF's
kitchen to get ice, you have
undoubtedly seen the picture of
Gil Gaitan on the wall just above
the ice machine. The words
underneath his photo accurately
describe him as a “chef extraordinaire” and a “devoted follower
of Christ.” In this LIFEline, we
are pleased to honor him as a
member of BCF's Hall of Faith, a
man who humbly followed Jesus
and served Him and His church
with simplicity and greatness.
There was nothing pretentious about Gil. His presence
in the room did not evoke rapt attention from the people
who were there. Yet, those who knew him could readily
recognize him as a man of quiet steadiness, a man who
had depth of character. I came to know Gil in the late
1990s, when he and his wife, Peg, were part of our small
group. He didn't say a lot at our meetings, but when he did
say something, you knew that he was speaking from a
heart of love for Jesus and genuine care for others.
As a “chef extraordinaire,” Gil made it look simple to
prepare an exquisite, satisfying meal. We who were in his
small group enjoyed seeing this and tasting the results of it
when we met at the Gaitan home (shared by Gil, his wife,
Peg, and their five children) on St. Paul's Lexington
Avenue. But that's not all I remember about Gil. One of my
most treasured memories of him is the way he used to sit
on a chair on the front porch of his home in the warm
months of the year, waiting for the members of our group
to arrive. We always felt very welcomed.

greatness. We thank
God for Gil's life and
ministry among us.
We believe you will
be blessed by the
memories that are
shared about him
below.

Gaitan

--Ken Holmgren
Chris Williams remembers...
I knew Gil at our church, BCF, and we shared our thoughts
on issues. Especially when he had the opportunity to serve
a large crowd, he was very appreciative of feedback. My
relationship with him was not only in the church building,
but we met during men's meetings, at which times we
discussed many topics. He was always willing to share his
ideas on issues that interested him.
He found a lot of joy in his profession and especially in
imparting knowledge to others. He treasured his job at
Brown College, which was one of his callings to help
others. When I visited his home, there was a high level of
hospitality shown by him. His love for people and the life
he lived was exemplified by the outpouring of people at the
church during his funeral.
Norm Anderson remembers…
Pedaling twenty miles on a bicycle is an achievement. For
most of us, it would confer bragging rights. But for Gil, it
was a way to provide for his family.

Gil and Peg lived with their children in the Como Park
neighborhood of St. Paul, and Gil worked as a chef at
The Outing Lodge in Pine Point Regional Park, north of
Stillwater. It's a lovely drive when the weather is nice—a
chance to leave the city behind and spend a half hour
listening to the radio on your way to work—if you are
driving a car, that is. But they were a one-car family, and
For probably five years in the late 1990s and the early
Gil saw that the needs of a wife and young children came
years of this millennium, I led what was called an E-Team
first. So, on many occasions, Gil would leave for work
(Encouragement Team), a small group of men who met
hours ahead of time and bicycle the twenty miles to the
regularly for the purpose of praying for and encouraging
Lodge so the car would be available to the family during
one another. Gil was a regular participant in our group, and
the day.
I am so glad that he and I (and the other men in our group)
were able to open our hearts to each other and grow
I think of the times he must have been overtaken by rain
together as brothers in Christ. I feel greatly humbled and
squalls or the summer days of heat and humidity, when
honored to have shared intimate fellowship at the feet of
twenty miles of pedaling would lead to a full day's work
Jesus with a brother who is now part of the “great cloud of
standing and cooking in a non-air-conditioned kitchen.
witnesses” rejoicing in heaven.
Sometimes, perhaps, he would pedal the twenty miles
home as well, when the workday was finished. But it was
Gil went home to heaven on September 20, 2010. His
what needed to be done, and Gil did it. As with many other
homegoing left a hole in our church body, for he was
things he did, he never called attention to himself for doing
indeed a man who humbly and faithfully followed Jesus, a
it. If it was a sacrifice for him, it was a sacrifice he willingly
man who served Christ and His church with simplicity and
offered.
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"Husbands, love your wives the way Christ loved the
church, and gave Himself for her . . ." (Ephesians 5:25).
Gil riding his bike to Pine Point stands in my memory as
one of the most Christlike things I have seen.
Pastor Jim Olson remembers…
Gil was a servant. Through all the years I had the privilege
of knowing Gil, he was most fulfilled when he was “behind
the scenes” serving others. Several characteristics of his
service stand out to me. He always did his serving with
excellence. For example, when he prepared a banquet, it
didn’t just taste good (which it did!); it looked great! Another
characteristic that stands out to me is the relaxed manner in
which he served. He could have several irons in the fire (or
perhaps pans in the oven) at once, yet he didn’t appear
hurried or harried. That peacefulness infected those who
were serving with him.
Perhaps one of the most significant observations I have
about Gil’s serving is the joy with which he did it. Though he
was not an overly demonstrative person, you could see his
delight in serving others and the Lord. And that brings me
to my final thought. In all Gil’s service, he clearly put people
before project and process. Whether it was mentoring
folks in the kitchen, caring for those who were hurting, or
contributing to the leadership team, Gil put people first. In
that, he demonstrated the love of God and honored the
Lord in all his serving.
We remember Gil as a servant, and I am sure the Lord
does as well. I am certain Gil heard Jesus welcome him to
heaven saying, “Well done, good and faithful servant.”
Thank you, Gil.

The Prophetic and God's Work of Repairing the World
During the sermon series on praxis, we learned that those with a
prophetic gift are like the eyes of the body, and often the one who
operates in the prophetic is very concerned with justice. I can attest
to the truth of this.
Some of my earliest memories are of my parents and grandparents
saying, “You must calm down. You mustn’t take things so seriously!”
Growing up, I often heard things like “She has a mind of her own”
and “You must smile more; things aren’t that bad.” In high school I
participated in dialogue/conferences for racial reconciliation and gender
justice. My goal in life was to do something that would make the world a
better place. Clearly, I was very concerned about justice, and often the
issues did appear to be black and white. Some things are “just wrong!”
The prophet Micah says, “He has told you, O mortal, what is good;
and what does the Lord require of you but to do justice, and to love
kindness, and to walk humbly with your God?” (Micah 6:8, New Revised
Standard Version). So, we know we are commissioned by God to
do justice. But what is justice, and how do we, as the body of Christ,
accomplish it?
I think it is fair to say that human forms of justice are imperfect because
what may be justice for one individual can come at the expense of
another. The desire to see justice can cause us to be impatient to “fix”
injustice. In our zeal to fix injustice, our solution often hurts someone
else. But God desires justice for all—not just for some. In other words,
is there true peace if it comes at the expense of someone else?
Justice in God’s kingdom can be difficult for us to understand, let alone
implement. We have difficulty understanding why God sends rain on the
just and unjust alike (Matthew 5:45) or why the one who works twelve
hours gets paid the same as the person who works one (Matthew 20:
1-16). And yet, “to do justice” continues to be something we are
compelled to do. So, what exactly is at the heart of justice and, by
extension, the prophetic?
The heart of justice can be found in the phrase Tikkun Olam. This
phrase is not found in Scripture, but the concept is. It means “repairing
the world.” We can see it in the beginning of creation:
In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. Now
the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering [Hebrew:
rachaph, meaning “brooding”] over the waters" --Genesis 1:1-2,
Today's New International Version
And at the end:
Then the angel showed me the river of the water of life, bright as
crystal, flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb through
the middle of the street of the city. On either side of the river, is
the tree of life…and the leaves of the tree are for the healing of
the nations. --Revelation 22:1-2, NRSV
In the beginning, God is brooding—desiring—to bring life to a formless
Continued on page 7
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Adoption...Not My Plan B
Adoption is not my plan B, but I understand why
people would think that. I struggle with infertility
and infant loss. I had a miscarriage a couple
years into our marriage and then....nothing.
So my husband, Chris, and I decided to
pursue adoption. Then, right after we started
attending informational meetings and filling out
paperwork, I was pregnant....with identical
twin girls. But five months
in, I developed twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome
and subsequently an incompetent cervix, followed
by preeclampsia. I struggled for a time period in
the hospital, but June 3, 2011, Iris and Ivy were
born and died one hour after birth.

painted, but that was it. We left the meeting
and went shopping at Target. We bought a
crib and a pink dress, but we didn't even
buy bottles or formula because we were
advised to wait until we knew what she took.
At noon on Saturday, the social worker
brought her to our house. Five minutes after
the worker left, Aliyah was crying and Chris
was racing to the store to get bottles and
formula, as she was quickly downing the only four ounces she came
with!

Some people see our situation and think we had an easy adoption
because we had a baby. I suppose some things
about it were “easy.” But I will tell you that when
Do I need to state the obvious? I was a mess. I took the summer off from you long to be a mom, it isn't easy to make
teaching and sat for hours on my sun porch, sometimes doing nothing
yourself vulnerable as you love a child like your
more than listening to neighborhood church chimes ring in each half hour own when it isn't. I'm the one getting up in the
as I lay on my couch feeling numb. One day I found myself searching on night to feed or snuggle her. She feels like mine,
the Internet for jobs. I didn't want a different job. Recently licensed, I
she smells like mine. But a week in, a worker
loved my job teaching English to adult refugees. But I realized I was
comes to whisk her away for a visit with her mom.
searching for a job as a mom. Not really, of course. I wasn't typing in
“Well, it's only been a week. You can't be that
“MOM jobs” on Google. But there was a longing.
attached, can you, Anna?” Let me ask you how
long it took for you to be protective and bonded to
I started to realize that children all over the place were also longing for
YOUR child?
moms, that I was crying out for something, but they even more so. As
children, they don't have any control over whether they get to have a
We knew what we signed up for. We knew our first job was to mentor
family, but as adults, we do. While I believe we shouldn't tell people to
and support the birth parents and send Aliyah back to them or, if the
get over themselves or their grief, I wanted to remember to think about
situation turned, to be willing to adopt. But it wasn't possible to find a way
others’ sorrow while experiencing mine. I wanted to share in the
to love her only a portion while holding some back. As I sat crying with a
sufferings of others.
social worker, frustrated over my own struggle, she reassured me I was
doing everything right. “You can't hold anything back. She needs you to
So we booked some plane tickets to Mozambique and visited Iris
attach to her so she can attach back.”
Ministries. While we were at the orphanage, Chris and I spent every day
playing with children and holding babies. I loved on those kiddos with
As our situation progressed, Aliyah was officially adopted into our family
everything stored up in me. There was always
in December 2013, one year and three months after she joined us. I was
enough, no need to save it for “MY” baby. I listened to pregnant again during this time period, but had another miscarriage. I
African women share their stories of loss. It is a
want the babies I've lost. I don't understand. I want them AND Aliyah, but
common part of life there to experience great and
I wouldn't trade her for ten biological babies.
recurring suffering, including the death of many
children. Yet the women didn't downplay my grief;
And so we continue, currently with
they shared in mine, and I in theirs. And every day,
another placement, in all of its mix of
they went to work in the orphanage to love on those
exciting and scary unknowns. But it's not
children as if they were their own.
our plan B. If God blesses us with bio
children, great. But we will still continue
Chris and I came back to the U.S. at the end of August, and in January
to do foster care and adoption in some
2012 we started the process of international adoption. Through a series
capacity because children are crying for
of events, we ended up switching to our local foster care training in
love and stability and because we want to
March. I've believed for a long time that we all have a part to play in
share in the sufferings of others. Won't
orphan care. But I thought I would first learn how to be a parent as I
you also consider it?
cared for my biological children and not under the watchful eyes of the
county system.
--Anna VanderKoy
As it happened, we were licensed with our county by July. Six weeks
later, we had a phone call for one baby, then another. We met our
three-month-old little person on a Wednesday. We had a room almost all
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Prophecy: The Word of the Lord to Us
One of the greatest things I’ve learned is the distinction between
something that is spoken from my own experience, knowledge, or
wisdom and something that is specifically what the Lord wants to speak
to an individual. No matter how great it may be, I cannot aptly and
accurately apply my own experience, knowledge, or wisdom to you.
Truth may be constant and definitive, but teaching and speaking and
encouragement are not one-size-fits-all. The specific way truth meets
you is different than the way it meets me, though Truth Himself is
unchanging.
I am not great enough to speak for God, but He is humble enough to
speak through me. Whatever experience, knowledge, and wisdom I may
have is to show forth the glory of God. Can I brag on my King? As surely
as I need God to sustain me, I also need Him to articulately, intimately,
and specifically create an intersection between what He wants to speak
and what someone needs to hear. Regardless of what I have to my gain,
I need God. That is all I know about prophetic ministry: I. Need. God.
Prophecy is a spiritual gift, so it should go without saying that we
need the Spirit. Spirit, come eliminate whatever illusions we have of
self-sufficiency! Why do something out of my own strength when the
Spirit that raised Christ from the dead lives in me? If I can do it, I’m not
interested. I want something that is for God’s glory, for His own name’s
sake! I want something that can only be attributed to the hand of God.
Here’s what I’ve learned: If our very salvation is by grace through faith
and not by works, then certainly any less consequential gift we receive
must follow suit. Stop pursuing the promises of God as if they’re something to be earned, or else you will never receive them. If you are intent
on shoving your filthy rags into a holy God’s face and expect Him to be
impressed or even reward you for this, you can expect nothing. If you
focus on your ability, you will only accomplish what you can do. And
frankly, neither God nor the world finds that particularly remarkable!
However, if you (by God’s grace) shed the delusion of self-sufficiency
and instead walk in joyful dependence, God is wholly invited into each
and every situation. Jesus said, “Apart from me you can do nothing”

(John 15:5). If we are to see any
success in any ministry, we need
God. If we are to see God move, we
need God. If we are to do anything
substantial at all, we need God. We
need God. Successful ministry is
wholly contingent on the invitation of,
and then submission to, God, as He
moves in response to the needs of His
people.
What people need is not the prophet,
but the word of the Lord to them. They don’t need me...or you. They
need Jesus. So I’ll let Him speak what He wants through me, rather
than try to resort to my own ability, however great or small it may be.
Whatever is gain–regardless of great experiences, vast knowledge,
and deep wisdom–it is God alone who fashioned a person’s heart and
knows how to move it! A tidal wave of my knowledge cannot manage to
produce so much life as a single, specific word from God can.
Would you rather that I throw a sack of grain at your face or carefully
plant a seed that may grow and be fruitful, even to the measure of one
hundredfold? Which will hurt upon impact and cause someone to gorge
himself? Which will produce eternal life? People don’t need a prophet.
They need the Word of the Lord to meet them in only the way He can.
A successful prophetic ministry begins and ends with throwing all of your
experience, knowledge, and wisdom at Jesus’ feet and giving thanks for
it while you simultaneously recognize that a move of the Spirit is what
needs to happen, both in giving a word and in moving the heart of the
hearer to receive it. If the mouth speaks out of the overflow of the heart,
you need God to have given you a new heart that is full of grace so
that your word will be filled with life from God. Let’s fill our hearts with
the Spirit of God by crying out to Him with our invitation of joyful
dependence!
--Jonathan Underwood

The Prophetic and God's Work of Repairing the World continued from page 5

void. In the end, the New Jerusalem has a river of life going out from the
throne of God, with the tree of life for the healing of the nations. From
beginning to end, we find God’s desire to repair the world. It is a work
engendered in heaven, from the Lamb, and enacted by God when the
Spirit comes to dwell in us. A dear friend of mine says it well:
Tikkun Olam is inherently about repairing the soul. For the Christian, the repair of the soul can be found in Galatians 5:22-23,
which refers to the renewed pre-fall nature. Against such things
there is no law. Why? Because the purpose of Torah (the law) is
to lead us to the Messiah who will show us a new and living way.
This “new and living way” is born through the work of the Spirit in our
lives. As we walk humbly with God, the Holy Spirit does the work of
repairing our souls—working in us love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,

goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control. As we live by the
Sprit, justice and mercy kiss, bringing the fragrance of Christ to others,
repairing the world.
So while the praxis of the prophetic may be
manifested through exhortation, rebuke, and
encouragement, it always originates from God’s
desire to repair the world—first by repairing the
prophet, and then through the prophet’s call to
others to draw near to God. In this sense, we are
all called to be prophetic because all of the gifts of
the Spirit spring from God’s desire to repair the
world. All things begin with God and go back to
God, the Alpha and Omega.
--Liz Beyer
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“For I know the
plans I have
for you,”
declares
the LORD,
“plans to prosper
you and not to
harm you,
plans to give
you hope
and a future.”
Jeremiah 29:11

Dana Jaehnert
Bethel University
BA in Intercultural
Ministries &
African Studies;
Psychology minor

Nyenatee Davis

Amanda Doebler

Joe Dykema

Erica Englund

North Central
University

University of
Northwestern
St. Paul
BS in Intercultural
Studies
Plans for the fall:
Working as a
nanny and getting
married in July!

Macalester
College

North Central
University

BA in Economics

BS in English

BA in Biblical &
Theological Studies
Plans for the fall:
Graduate Studies
at Bethel U/annual
travel to Liberia

Liz Kwak
Macalester
College
BA in Biology

Work in the Twin Cities,
Further language study

Plans for the fall:
Take a year off
before entering
into graduate
schooling

Bethany
Rasmussen

Hannah
Rasmussen

Bethel University

Macalester
College

Plans for the fall:

BA in Social Work
Plans for the fall:
Currently
working with
Safe Families for
Children

CONGRATULATIONS Graduates of 2014!
PostPost-Secondary Graduates:

BA in English &
Sociology
Plans for the fall:
Work in my field
in the Twin Cities

Cecelia
McCuiston

Plans for the fall:
Work w/a
consulting firm in
New York

Plans for the fall:
Procure a job
as an
Editor

Michelle Petschl

Tim Petschl

St. Paul College

St. Paul College

AS in Child
Development

Associate of
Arts Degree

Plans for the fall:
Cont. schooling in
Spec. Education

Plans for the fall:
Enter the
workforce in
my field

Plans for the fall:
Enter the
workforce in
my field

Erin Schulz

Jon Underwood

Joel Willson

Macalester
College

Hope College
Holland, Michigan

Bethel University

BA in Educational
Studies & English

BA in Religion

St. Paul College
Associate in
Child Development
w/Am. Sign Lang.

Plans for the fall:
Teach English
with
Teach for America

Plans for the fall:
Live in the freedom
I have in Christ!
(Specifically in
CA & Zambia)

Bachelor of
Fine Arts
Plans for the fall:
Become a
professional
potter

High School Graduates:

Stand at the
crossroads
and look;
ask for the
ancient paths;
ask where the good way is,
and walk in it,
and you will find rest
for your souls.
Jeremiah 6:16

Prabin Biswa

Dah Dah Eh

Roshni Ghaley

Bidur Gurung

Harding
High School

Humboldt
High School

Humboldt
High School

LEAP
High School

Plans for the fall:

Plans for the fall:

Plans for the fall:

Uncertain waiting on
The Lord!

Uncertain waiting on
The Lord!

Plans for the fall:
St. Paul College or
Mankato State
to study
Nursing

Uncertain waiting on
The Lord!

Lucas Hansen

Maria Hanson

Simeon Hinton

Kul Kadariya

Joshua Kiyee

LEAP
High School

Tartan
High School

Champlin Park
High School

Rift Valley
Academy,
Kenya, East Africa

Harding
High School

Concordia
Academy

Plans for the fall:

Plans for the fall:
Start at Century
College/Tx to the
U of M to study
Biochenical
Engineering

Plans for the fall:
Hennepin County
Community
College
to study Music
Education

Plans for the fall:
Currently in MN
and entering the
workforce for
the coming season

Plans for the fall:
St. Cloud State
University

Plans for the fall:
Hamline
University
to study Biology;
w/involvement in
Arts & Theater

Cali Joy Mellin

Himal Gurung

Uncertain Waiting on
the Lord!

Louis Lidji
Humboldt
High School
Plans for the fall:
St. Paul College
to study
Computer
Science

to study
Engineering

Renee Nebo

Hsa Menkoe Ray

Joyce Ritnorakan

Julia Watson

St. Paul Central
High School

DeLaSalle
High School

Washington
Technology
Magnet School

Como
High School

Highland Park
High School

Plans for the fall:
St. Olaf in
Northfield, MN;
Major/Neurology
Minor/History

Plans for the fall:
U of M OR
Madison
to study Business/
International
Relations

Plans for the fall:
University of
Northwestern
St. Paul
Area of study
to be determined

Plans for the fall:
University of
Toronto
studying
Linguistics

Plans for the fall:
Uncertain waiting on
The Lord!

propheticL
LIFE
Anything—a Prophetic Word
How would life change if your family came together to
sincerely pray, “Use us, Lord. We are ready to do
anything”?
In January 2013, our family rented a beach house for a
week. My wife, Beth, had the goal of taking an online
class in global medicine to further her skills and potential
to continue opportunities in medical missions. Also, we intended to engage in some spiritual renewal and reflection,
relax by the beach and the pool, and spend time together
as a family. At Beth's recommendation, I brought the book
Anything, by Jennie Allen.
Beth had read Anything and thought the author was pretty
easy to relate to as a mother of young children, the wife of
a professional husband, and one who kept a passionate
heart for God. In the book Ms. Allen describes the journey
of their family after she and her husband committed to
praying for God to use them and to being willing to do
anything for Him.
While we were at the beach, Beth and I had many
conversations about being open to be used by God, even
if it meant drastic changes for our family. Beth was a
missionary in Russia for a year and did medical missions
in Liberia through Duluth Gospel Tabernacle. We had kept
in touch with a pastor in Liberia after Beth’s most recent
trip there, and Beth’s best childhood friend is married to a
Liberian. We figured there was a chance that opening our
family to where God would lead might include international
missions. We returned home invigorated, continuing to
pray that we might be able to know if God was leading us
somewhere else.
I should be clear. We were very happy where we were
in Cloquet. We had been living there for nearly nine
years, and we had great friends in our neighborhood.
They shared our spiritual convictions, and we regularly got
together with them for real conversation, support, prayer,
laughter, and shared struggles and celebrations. We led a
worship team at the Cloquet Gospel Tabernacle and had
reached the point where our worship team functioned as a
life group, authentically sharing with and depending on one
another.
Our kids were part of a school where spiritual faith
development was imbedded into their education, and
we watched them develop from selfish kindergartners to
servant leaders in a community of learners. Both Beth and
I had jobs in which our work was meaningful, with great
people around us, and also in which we gave leadership,
integrity, and service to communities in great need of those
three things.
Two months after our trip, my phone rang. A classmate

and professional
colleague of mine was
calling to offer me a job
similar to what I was
doing, with two years
of mentorship for me
in my small but quickly
developing field, the
blending of educational
technology, curriculum,
and leadership. It was
BETH & ANDY MORK
also an opportunity for
THEIR CHILDREN (NOT PICTURED) ARE
me to use a skill set that
ANDERS (9), NEENAH (7) & VIOLET (4)
God has honed in me
to be able to lead organizations through stressful times of
change.
The phone call initiated a six-month, seismic event from
which we are still living with the daily results of aftershocks.
Beth and I started praying—earnestly. Beth was committed
to being open about the opportunity for me. We knew it
would be a big change that involved uprooting the family.
We didn’t pray specifically for a sign, but we did pray
fervently for clarity.
There was a whole process of the actual job application
and all the letters of reference and interviews. But the first,
most noticeable event in which we truly felt God’s hand
in the process was after the interview. I was told that
someone would call with results of the interview the next
day, but the call never came. Two days later, as she
usually did on our workdays, Beth went to drop off our
youngest at the day care where all three of our kids went
over a nine-year period. It was a great day care, run by a
Christian husband and wife, and was a great blessing to
us through our years in Cloquet.
On that day, my phone rang with a job offer at 8:15 a.m.
At 8:30 a.m., Beth called in shock to say that the husband
and wife who ran the faithful day care were permanently
closing it in two weeks! The wave of realization that God
was answering our weeks and weeks of prayers with two
phone calls within fifteen minutes of each other physically
knocked me back in my chair in tears. I immediately prayed
for forgiveness for doubting God and thanked Him for
acting in a tangible, real way. It was the first and most
obvious moment of a series of times when God's fire in the
sky was leading us through our dark night.
So what are the results of The Move? The job has been
great, and it is all that we thought it would be. God is
faithful. Yet, a number of things are difficult right now:
Beth’s work; the transition away from our communities with
which we shared love and support; trying to develop new
friendships; learning new jobs, new routines, new places, a
new house; and demonstrating love to each other and our
Page 10

and answer to a dream that
he never had. Imagine the
moment months later,
when I was reflecting
during the “Growing
How does this all tie to the book Anything, which I
Maturity” messages at
mentioned at the beginning of this story? This fall, while
we were still trying to get settled after The Move, we were Bethel Christian
telling someone about our beach week the previous winter. Fellowship. Suddenly,
I was describing how impactful the book had been, and as I saw how the art
inspired by the theme
I looked at Beth, we both laughed in a moment of sudden
connected to my vision
recognition: “Really, God?! We pray that we are ready for
of the root waiting for a
anything—both open for global venues—and we get St.
transplant and God’s
Paul?! Eight miles from our homes that we each grew up
revelation to my friend
in?!”
through Psalm 1:3.
Yes.
We have had our
God has revealed His steadfastness throughout this whole moments of doubt about
whether we misinterpreted
process and our pursuit of the answer to the question of
ARTWORK DESIGNED BY
God's direction with The
why would God move us. After we had committed to The
GRETA SANDQUIST
Move. Why would God
Move, we began weeks of all the sorting, cleaning, and
uproot us? However, there
packing of a house that held twelve years of our marriage
have been too many “coincidences,” too many moments in
and our start as a family. It was excruciating. Through all
which the same theme was connected. And our time at
the hours of solitary work, an image continually appeared
BCF continues to be the manifestation of God’s fire before
in my mind. It was the image of a big base of a tree or
us, leading and encouraging us. Both Beth and
plant. It had root strands hanging and trailing off of it with
I are continually amazed at God’s faithfulness through the
wet, loamy soil dropping from and clinging to those many
messages, welcoming, teaching, challenging words, and
roots.
support.
I wondered why this image was continually in my mind, but
didn’t tell anyone because it didn’t make sense. It haunted We try not to complain about our loss of communities
me in quiet moments, and I continued to see it for months. because we know we are blessed by so much in our lives.
At the same time, living in the aftershocks of The Move is
In September 2013, a good friend and accountability
draining for us because every little thing feels uncertain.
partner called me. He said he had to share a vision and
The Move has stripped us of many of our comforts and
a scripture that God had showed him and that he thought
supports. We find ourselves feeling mentally weak,
was relevant to The Move and the difficulties he knew we
vulnerable, and isolated much of the time. But we are
were experiencing.
hardy Minnesotans—and we don’t want to burden you all
He gave me Psalm 1:3: “That person is like a tree planted with our self pity.
by streams of water, which yields its fruit in season and
Thank you so much to all of you who pray for our family
whose leaf does not wither- whatever they do prospers.”
and share your community and love with us. We appreciate
He said that God knew our tree needed to be moved to
yield its full fruit and prosper. He didn’t know why, but God it. And to God, thank You for burning through the night in
leading us through our darkness. And my only parting
knew that for us to be fruitful, we needed a different spot.
word: Be careful (and bold!) in what you pray for. Anything
could happen.
I felt knocked over again. I had never told anyone my
vision of the loamy root ripped from the ground and waiting
--Andy Mork
for a new place. And here was my Joseph, with a vision

NPN

NPN

kids through all the changes. We have many moments
when we wonder why God would move us when we felt
like we were serving Him where we were.
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Babies, Preschool, Elementary, & Illuminate

The Kids are Teaching Me!
A few months ago, Pastor Sam asked me if I would be
interested in helping out in the children’s ministry. Initially,
I thought, “Now, why would I want to work with a bunch
of rambunctious children?” However, I had made already
a commitment to serve wherever I was needed in the
church, so I decided to help out. I’d love to tell you about
the experiences I’ve had since I began working with
the children, but first I want to tell you a little bit of my
background with kids.
I got saved in 2011, and B.C. (Before Christ) Tyler used to
think that kids were little life suckers. I obviously don’t think
that now, but I’m just being honest. When I was eighteen, I
dated a woman who had a little girl, and this little girl’s father
didn’t really want to be involved in her life after she was
born. Guess who was next in line for daddy duty? That’s
right. You guessed it. Me.
Although I was actually really honored to step in and play
the role of a father to this little girl, it was nothing that I had
expected (not to mention the fact that I wasn’t in a great
place spiritually, emotionally, or mentally). I decided to do it
anyway, and I quickly learned that children are a lot of work
(surprise!). But when you’re eighteen, you don’t really think
about all the practical things that go into raising a child; you
just think, “Yeah, it’d be cool to have a kid.” Over the course
of time, I developed a subtle bitterness toward kids and
determined in my mind that I wanted to wait as long as
possible before I have children of my own.
Since working with children however, God has totally
transformed my heart toward kids! He has given me such a
passion to connect with and teach the kids in the way of the
Gospel. Kids have absolutely no idea how to navigate life
without the help of an adult. We have to make them food,
take them places, and clean their messes. Why? Because
they don’t know how to do these things unless they’re
taught!

Webster defines mercy as “kind or forgiving treatment
of someone who could be treated harshly.” I’ve been in
situations in the children’s ministry where I’ve asked kids
not to do something and they’d obey me for, like, fifteen
seconds and then go and do exactly what I just told them
not to do. That’s a frustrating situation! Every time I’ve been
in this situation, no matter how frustrating it may be, I always
hear the voice of the Holy Spirit tell me, “Be gentle. Be kind.
Love them.” My heart instantly melts, and the Holy Spirit
causes me to work with the kids in a gentle, loving, and
merciful way.
Another thing that God has been showing me through the
kids is that it’s good to have fun! Children are always so
carefree and energetic, and they’re always ready to play
games and have fun. I like working with the kids because
this attitude rubs off on me! As adults, we can get so busy
going from this meeting to that meeting, that phone call to
this phone call. In the tedious activities of daily life, we tend
to lose the zest and excitement that children possess all the
time. Through working with kids, God has energized me,
given me a new zest for life, and gotten me in touch with
my inner child—all of which are really cool things!
One of the most amazing passages of Scripture is Matthew
18:3 “And he said: ‘Truly I tell you, unless you change and
become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom
of heaven.’” Jesus says that we can’t even enter heaven
unless we become like children! If that’s the case, it’s key
to pay attention to and learn from children. I’d encourage
everyone to volunteer at least once in the kid’s ministry and
see what God is up to! Who knows? Maybe He’ll teach you
some things, just as He’s taught me.
--Tyler Hanna

Direct your children onto the right path, and when
they are older, they will not leave it.
--Proverbs 22:6 (New Living Translation)
So, as an adult, I have the honor, privilege, and responsibility to teach little ones in the way of the faith! God promises
that children will not depart from the things they are taught
when they are little. What a huge responsibility I have! I
must handle this great honor with wisdom. It’s probably no
surprise to you that children learn differently than adults do.
I’ve learned that to teach the children. I must have a heart
filled with compassion and mercy.
TYLER TEACHING, AND BEING TAUGHT BY, THE KIDS!
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Bethel Christian Fellowship - Minneapolis

Mercy Doesn’t Make Sense
The slap! This may be one of the best ways to not show
mercy, yet we are often told to “turn the other cheek”
(Matthew 5:39) when people bring us harm. You see?
This is one of the best things about the Bible; we know
it is of God because it just doesn’t always make much
human sense. Sometimes, well most of the time, mercy
doesn’t really make sense either.
As a missionary’s kid who grew up in Mexico, I never
fully realized what a lack of mercy I had until I came to
America for college. To be honest, it wasn’t until God
started to touch my heart about this area of my life that I
learned anything about mercy. I realized that I had written
157 pages in my journal in 2012 and 2013, and the word
mercy appeared only once! However, this year alone,
mercy appears 27 times in my journal. How could this be?
The truth be said, God showed me some things about
mercy that radically changed my perspective on it.
It was a day like any other, and as I began to meditate on
God’s mercy. I saw an image of three grassy hills filled
with several crosses. Many people from all ages and
regions of the world were nailed on these crosses and
were being tortured for their sins. This image began to
frustrate me, as these were also the people I most care
about. Abruptly, a gruesome cry of pain came from one
of my beloved people as a spear pierced her side. In the
midst of this cry came an unexpected flash of light.
Suddenly, all I could hear was the silent wind blowing
past me as I saw from afar but one cross on a hill. It was
Jesus. I saw His blood as it slowly dripped from where the
crown of thorns had been placed on His head. He stared
right at me, and with all the love in His heart, He said,
“Mercy for the merciless. I deserved mercy, yet I did not
receive it. You did not deserve mercy, yet it was given to
you.”
Truly, this opened my eyes to the fact that God has no
reason to show us mercy, for we were the ones who
crucified His Son with our sins. Have you ever thought
about that? Oftentimes, we should be giving mercy; yet
for one reason or another, we are often lacking in mercy.
It is only because of God’s love that we are continually
submerged in mercy.
I remember hearing people tell me about their issues and
thinking to myself, “I’ve heard worse” or “My problems are
twice the size of yours.” Of course, I would never directly
tell people those words, but there came a point in my
life where I simply realized that self-pity was one of my
greatest barriers to showing mercy. Far too often, we
entangle ourselves in our own issues, and our lives are
about us and our problems. We forget that scripture about
turning the other cheek, and we start focusing on the fact

that we were just slapped!
With mercy, we are
required to eliminate
self-pity by focusing on the
needs of others instead of
our own needs.
As I thought about why I
had experienced such an
absence of showing mercy
in my life, I realized one
main reason was a lack of
forgiveness. When we
cannot forgive others, it
often impairs our ability to
love and demonstrate empathy toward them. Often, it
may not even be forgiving others, but forgiving ourselves.
We focus so much on our own guilt that we forget the fact
that mercy cannot be bought, but is indeed free. Lewis B.
Smedes, the author of Forgive and Forget, states, “To
forgive is to set a prisoner free and discover that the
prisoner was you.” We are required to first show mercy to
ourselves and then proceed to demonstrate it to others.
I continually find that the more I grow in empathy toward
others, I also grow in mercy. We as humans can often
lack mercy because we fail to understand how others may
be feeling. We often replace emotions with intellect and,
as a result, become limited in our ability to show mercy.
I have discovered that when I listen to people’s problems,
I often find answers to their problems before they are
finished speaking. I tend to impatiently offer advice,
unaware that many times people may already know what
to do, but need to someone to walk with them through
their problems. True empathy is demonstrated when
words can be set aside and action takes place to the
degree that the listener can demonstrate care for the
feelings of the speaker.
Mercy! It just doesn’t make sense, right? Jesus' dying on
a cross doesn’t make any sense either. The greatest
demonstration of mercy in human history just doesn’t
make any sense! Yet, fortunately for us, it happened.
This act of selflessness—the ultimate demonstration of
forgiveness, mercy, and love—is what has granted us
freedom from all sin. He is risen! When Jesus died, He
was not full of self-pity, thinking about how His problems
were greater than ours. Rather He was full of mercy and
compassion for others every day He lived and also the
day He died. Let us do unto others as it was done unto us
(Luke 6:31).
--Jake McNally
*Editor’s Note: Jake is a pastoral apprentice at BCF
Minneapolis and is finishing his second year at North
Central University in Pastoral Studies.
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A Woman Called to Be Present
During David's reign there was a famine for three
consecutive years. So David inquired of the LORD.
The LORD said, “It is because of Saul and his bloodstained family, because he murdered the Gibeonites...” [David] summoned the Gibeonites and spoke
with them... “What can I do for you, and how can I
make amends so that you will bless the LORD's inheritance?” The Gibeonites said to him... “As for [Saul]
who exterminated us and who schemed against us so
that we were destroyed and left without status
throughout all the borders of Israel—let seven of his
male descendants be turned over to us, and we will
execute them before the LORD” … [David] took... the
two sons of… Rizpah whom she had born to Saul,
and the five sons of Saul's daughter Merab... He
turned them over to the Gibeonites, and they executed
them on a hill before the LORD... They were put to
death during harvest time—during the first days of the
beginning of the barley harvest. Rizpah... took sackcloth and spread it out for herself on a rock. From the
beginning of the harvest until the rain fell on them, she
did not allow the birds of the air to feed on them by
day, nor the wild animals by night. When David was
told what Rizpah...had done...David brought the
bones of Saul and Jonathan... they also gathered up
the bones of those who had been executed... After
they had done everything that [David] had commanded, God responded to their prayers for the land.”
--2 Samuel 21:1-19, NET)

for the dead, but also a bearing of public humiliation for the
innocent. Her mourning in sackcloth could also be seen as
a sign of repentance for the injustice that was committed
against the descendants of Saul.
Rizpah's response to the shame and disgrace of revenge
and death was that of prophetic compassion, not merely for
her own sons, but also for all who suffered injustice. She
entered the mourning and humiliation that no one else
would.

During my study abroad in Uganda, I noticed something
important—
the number
of people
who attended
funerals was
greater than
the number
of people who
attended
weddings.
The whole
community
came together
over the pain
of others. The
embodiment
of presence in
suffering is a
reminder of God's presence centered in a broken world. I
I never heard the name Rizpah until two months ago. Even am continuing to learn from my time in Uganda about being
upon reading this story, the significance of Rizpah's actions present with others who suffer pain and injustice.
may not be obvious.
Rizpah was physically alone in her mourning, yet she
Amidst a three-year famine, David went to the LORD for
remained present. She joined God's presence against
direction. Yahweh responded to David by identifying the
injustice, demanding that something be done. It was only
source of the problem as Saul's violent history with the
after the proper treatment of the bones that God responded
Gibeonites. However, David did not make further inquiry
to the prayers of His people in their famine.
of Yahweh as to what course of action should be taken.
I believe that Rizpah's plight of prophetic compassion is
Instead, he went to the Gibeonites and decided to follow
their course of revenge against the house of Saul. Violence similar to that of Jesus' intercession for us. Jesus came to
be present with us, amidst the suffering and injustice of the
begat more violence, and retribution birthed injustice.
world. Prophecy is often viewed as speaking God's truth in
The injustice continued. Not only were seven innocent men the world. But Jesus is the embodiment of God's truth, and
killed, but their bodies were left unburied where beasts and He came to bear everything that was broken and unjust by
vultures could pull at the corpses. This was an intolerable
His death at Calvary. He took all violence upon Himself.
violation of the Hebrew ritual treatment of the dead. Ancient This was the greatest act of love and forgiveness the world
Israelites buried their dead quickly because they believed
has ever seen!
that the soul continued to perceive what was done to the
body after death until it was in the grave. It was unthinkable It may be easier to escape from pain or injustice, but we
are called to be present, just as Jesus is present. That is
to leave the seven bodies as the Gibeonites did.
what He revealed in His finished work at the cross, not
Enter Rizpah. For about five months, Rizpah tended to the because pain deserves to be valued, but because all
dead bodies alone. Two of these men were her own sons, humanity was made for hope. Because of this, suffering is
and the other five were born of Saul's daughter Merab.
not the end result. Jesus has swallowed death in victory.
Rizpah's use of sackcloth represented not only mourning
--Dana Jaehnert
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Fit, Function, and Flourish

Birds of a Feather

The mysteries of God are great – for every human born
Is given a personality uniquely adorned.
We’ve all been given gifts to use from God’s depository Our goal should be to walk in them in ways that bring Him glory.

What characteristics define a bird?
It’s a creature that’s feathered rather than furred.
A bird has a beak, but no teeth, and two legs.
A bird has two wings and it also lays eggs.
Some birds sing a song so pretty to hear,
While for others their cry is a raucous jeer.

The Prophet is the visionary, able to discern;
Articulating clearly the things his heart has learned.
A strong intercessor, responding to God’s call,
A person of amazing faith, transparent above all.
Servers are equipped to see any kind of need,
And often have the stamina and skill to work with speed.
They’re organized and loyal and tend toward selflessness.
They thrive on being useful, with a strong desire to bless.
Teachers want to know the Why and When and How and Where;
Wisdom is their motivation, and they love to share.
Research, knowledge, history are things that come alive.
To convey these treasures are the things that make a teacher thrive.
Exhorters are encouragers, open and direct,
Seeking peace in any case where tensions intersect.
They’re charismatic people who think outside the box
To stimulate the body as they come against road blocks.
The Giver’s goal is to produce vitality and life,
The opportunities bring joy – not a sense of strife.
The Giver marshals resources of finances and time,
Alert to needs that may not seem to fit the paradigm.
The Leader implements the vision, delegates the chores,
Brings order to a project and motivates the corps.
They’ll do whatever’s needed to get the jobs done,
Operating wisely from the time the work’s begun.
The Mercy gift belongs to those compassionate and kind;
Their hearts and God’s have come to be most deeply aligned.
They sense distress in others and seek to see it cease.
They affirm God’s presence in our midst by bringing calm and peace.
God made each one of us unique, with callings, gifts, and passions.
By His hand and with His love each one of us was fashioned.
And when you find out who you are, and trust that He will nourish –
You’ll find your FIT and FUNCTION, and be ready to FLOURISH!
--Liz Kimmel

Within the family of birds you will see
An amazing assortment – I’m sure you’d agree:
Many sizes and shapes and colors abound
In the nine thousand species that have been found.
From the length of their neck to the shape of their beak,
God’s design was deliberate and very unique.
The long-legged birds, like flamingo and crane,
Need a neck that is long so that eating’s no strain.
The swan, with its short legs, has quite a knack
For dipping its long neck below for a snack.
When the pelican’s hungry for a tasty dish
Its beak is a bucket for catching fish.
The hummingbird’s beak is long and thin,
Just perfect for drinking the nectar within.
The mouth of the swallow is made to snare
Unsuspecting insects right out of the air.
Shaped like a torpedo so he can dive,
The seagull’s strong beak helps it survive.
Most birds you see are brown, green, or grey.
They’re harder to see when they’re colored this way.
There are birds that make their homes in the trees
And have backs whose feathers are solid green
So even if they have bright colored breasts
They are hidden from sight as they sit on their nests.
Birds even differ in the ways that they fly –
Some soar on the air currents in the sky.
Some birds hover and stay quite still,
While others flap their wings with great skill.
Owls hunt at night on quiet wings
While it’s common to hear flocks of geese loudly sing.
There are several birds that cannot fly,
Like the ostrich and penguin – banned from the sky.
But one bird’s quite different from all the rest.
It has feathers, lays eggs, and builds a nest.
But what is amazing above everything The kiwi does not even have any wings!
Why did God do that – what can we learn
From the kiwi and peacock and eagle and tern?
God made us each to be one of a kind
With abilities, gifts, and a reasoning mind.
We don’t need to envy the rest of the flock
But trust Him – then rise up to soar like the hawk!
--Liz Kimmel
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An Unforgettable Meeting
January 1981 was only a few days old when I met with
Lloyd Jacobsen, who was then pastor of Bethel (Temple)
Christian Fellowship, for our monthly planning session for
the church newsletter (then called the Bethel Temple
Times). It was a meeting I don't believe I will ever forget.

Second, when we had very little income during our first year
at the church, he mercifully gave us two months' relief from
paying the very minimal “rent” we owed for living in a house
that the church owned and used for Sunday school classes.

Third, about nine months after Roy's homegoing, Pastor
Jacobsen responded to the nudging of the Holy Spirit to
call a friend who worked for the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association and tell him that I might be a good candidate for
In many ways, there was nothing unusual about our time
together that day. We discussed what articles we would run a position in its Christian Guidance Department. As a result
of that call, I began serving in vocational ministry there in
in the next newsletter. We talked about upcoming events
June 1977, and I continued to do so until 2003.
we would highlight and who would be a good person to
interview for our monthly featured testimony. We spoke of
And fourth, when our eight-month-old daughter, Rachel,
mundane details for plans that were long ago fulfilled in a
was taken to the hospital with frightening symptoms in the
publication that has been long forgotten.
middle of a weekday, he cared for Sharon and me in a very
practical way. He set aside his planned activities and, on a
However, thirty-three years later, I still remember the most
significant thing that happened in our conversation that day. snowy January day in 1978, drove from St. Paul to downPastor Jacobsen had observed a particular action my wife, town Minneapolis to pick me up and take me to the hospital
to be with Sharon and our young daughter.
Sharon, and I had done about six weeks earlier, and he
exercised what I would describe as the function (praxis) of
It seems quite clear that when Pastor Jacobsen ministered
a prophet. He challenged me to be more sensitive to the
to Sharon and me in what might appear to be opposites—
needs of others in the church body and to offer practical
expressions of gratitude to those who had sacrificially given the function of a prophet and the function of mercy—he was
of themselves to bless my family and me. I had been totally only following the lead of the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus
blind to my weakness in these areas, and his words pierced spoke hard-hitting, prophetic truth to the people He touched
during His earthly ministry. It was truth that, as John 8:32
my heart like a sharp arrow.
says, “will set [us] free” if we receive it with surrendered,
obedient hearts. He also showed great mercy for all people
In the weeks that followed, Sharon and I had many a
in the past, present, and future when He died on the cross
conversation about the prophetic, corrective word God
and took upon Himself the punishment each of us deserves
had given to me—and to us as a couple. It was difficult to
receive, and we found ourselves often asking Him to show for our sins.
us the changes He wanted to make in us. One day, as we
glanced at our 1981 calendar, we noticed that the featured Jesus continues to speak truth to our fallen world, warning
verse for the month of January was Proverbs 27:6: “Faithful each of us to turn from our sins and surrender ourselves to
His loving plan for our lives. Has He put His finger on things
are the wounds of a friend.” We realized that God was
He
wants to change in your life? He continues to point us to
graciously directing the wounds of our pastor's prophetic
the
cross on which He died two thousand years ago in His
ministry to us as an act of His love.
supreme act of mercy for us. Do you hear His call to place
The truth of the matter is that Pastor Jacobsen also—often, your trust in Him and His provision of forgiveness and
eternal life?
in fact—exercised what I would describe as the function
(praxis) of the mercy gift in his relationship with us. I am
Come to Jesus today, and open your heart to receive His
reminded of four ways he did this before that meeting in
life-changing presence and care. It will be a moment—and a
January 1981. First, he helped Sharon walk through the
deep grief of losing her brother Roy in a drowning accident meeting—you will never forget.
less than two months after we became part of BCF.
--Ken Holmgren

There is an easy way to raise money for BCF Missions just by searching the
Internet with GoodSearch.com. It's simple. You use GoodSearch.com like any
other search engine — the site is powered by Yahoo! — but each time you do,
money is generated for BCF. The more people who use this, the more money
will go to the missions program here at Bethel.
It’s easy to get started. Just go to www.goodsearch.com and enter Bethel
Christian Fellowship Missions as your non-profit of choice. Make
goodsearch.com your home page or add it to your toolbar….then search away!
(Please note that image searches do not count toward fundraising AND, your
search must be legitimate. You may not search for google.com on goodsearch.
That is considered a fraudulent search and will not be counted toward our goal.)

You can also see how much has been raised by clicking the “amount raised”
button on the main page. An average of 1 penny is donated for every search
we do. Every bit helps!
You cay also do a good portion of your shopping online and earn varying percentages of your purchase price for missions. Check it out at the following address:
http://www.goodsearch.com/goodshop.aspx
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